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THE EXTREME PROJECTIONS OF THE REGULAR SIMPLEX

P. FILLIMAN

Abstract. The largest and smallest projections of the regular «-dimensional

simplex into a A:-dimensional subspace are determined for certain values of n

and k . These results suggest that the smallest k-dimensional projection and

the largest (n — A)-dimensional projection occur in orthogonal subspaces of

R" .

Introduction

Let T" be the regular «-dimensional simplex with edge length \/2, and

let P = Tl(Tn : L) be the orthogonal projection of T" into a k-dimensional

subspace L of R" . Our goal is to find the projections of T" with the maximum

and minimum k-volume.

A striking pattern has emerged in the results below, which leads to the follow-

ing conjectures: Let Tn =Yl(Tn: LQ) be a ^-dimensional simplex with evenly

distributed weights, where the weights of a vertex is the number of vertices of

T" which project onto it.

Conjecture A. The smallest /c-dimensional projection of T" is Tn .

Conjecture B. The largest (n - A:)-dimensional projection of T" is

Tkn=U(Tn:L^).

If true, these conjectures would imply that the largest and smallest projections

of T" occur in orthogonal subspaces, and are therefore Gale transforms of

each other (see [12, §3.1]). This can be contrasted with the case of the regular

«-cube, in which such projections have the same volume (see [2, 3.7]).

The main tool we shall use in the exterior algebra method of [6], which is

summarized in §1. §2 deals with minimal projections, and §3 with maximal

projections, where results are given when k or « - k is small (see also [7] and

[10]). The bulk of §3 concerns the case k = « - 2. The determination of the

maximal projection of a fixed combinatorial type is reduced to a rather unusual

counting problem on the corresponding 2-dimensional Gale diagram. The tables
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612 P. FILLIMAN

at the end of the paper give bounds for the volumes of the projections whose

diagrams are pictured in [8, p. 112].

1. Preliminaries

The exterior algebra AkR" is a real vector space of dimension (fk), and its

elements are called "k-vectors." If {ex, ... ,en} is the standard basis of Rn,

then the A:-vectors

e, = e,  A • ■ • A e, ,(1.1) x      ll h

Xeh(n,k) = {Xx,... ,Xk)\\ < A, < • • • < kk < «},

form an orthonormal basis of AkR". A A>vector Ç e AkRn is said to be

"simple" if í = xx A • • • A xn , xt■ e Rn. If f / 0, we let L(i\) denote the

Ac-plane lin^,, ... ,xk}, and we denote the collection of all k-dimensional

subspaces of R." by G(k,n). In case xx, ... ,xn is an orthonormal basis of

L(¿¡), then the usual Euclidean norm of £ is |¿;| = 1. This gives an embedding

of the Grassmannian G(k, «) of oriented k-planes in R" as a submanifold of

the unit sphere in AkR" .

The /c-dimensional volume V(T": L) of the projection of T" into a Ac-plane

L defines a real-valued function on G(k,n). The main reason that exterior

algebra is so useful for the projection problem is that V(T: •) is locally linear

on G(k,n). That is, if P = 11(77": L) and £ e G(k,n) is an orientation of

L, then there exists a /c-vector O e Ati?" such that

(1.2) fop) = <0,¿:}

(see [6, Theorem 1]). This formula holds in a region ;t(<P) c G(k , n) in which

the projections have the same combinatorial type as P. In finding extreme

projections, we generally work with each region #(<P) separately.

We mention one more important point. It will be convenient for calculations

to let T" = conv{c,, ... ,en+x) c Rn+l . If H is the «-dimensional subspace

of Rn+l parallel to aff 77" , then the inclusion i: H -* R" induces an inclusion

1 : G(k, n) —<■ G(k, « + 1 ). We shall assume all subspaces belong to //, and that

their orientations belong to i(G(k, «)). This restriction is not so important for

maximal projections since [6, Proposition 2] shows that the largest projection

must lie in H. However, it is crucial for minimal projections since we can

choose L e G(k, « + 1 ), L<A\H, with V(Tn : L) as small as desired.

2. Minimal projections

From the remarks above, a "projection form" O e \R" has the property

that

(2.1) V(P) = (<P, Í),

where P = 11(7*" : ¿;) and <*; e ^(O) c G(k, n). The key observation concerning
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minimal projections is

Proposition 1. If an arc of a great circle lies in *(0) and contains Ç in its

interior, then V(Tn : ■) could not have a local minimum at c;.

Since the right-hand side of (2.1) is the usual inner-product of A.kRn, the

proof of this lemma is a simple exercise in 3-dimensional linear algebra.

In order to apply Proposition 1, we shall need a description of great circles

on G(k,n) (see [9, Vol. II, pp. 314-315]).

Proposition 2. The following are equivalent for £,, ¡f eG(k,n) with (f, f') = 0 :

(a) Ç and cf can be connected by a great circle in G(k, n),

(b) dim(L(i) n L(O) = k-l,and

(c) f e T'G(k, n) and <f e Tfi(k, n),

where T^G(k, n) is the tangent space to G(k ,n) at ¡A,. Also, given an arbitrary

tangent vector cf e T^G(k, n), (a) holds if and only if £,' is simple.

Proposition 2 implies that the great circles through ¿j are in one-to-one cor-

respondence with the simple tangent vectors at £,. If if e T(G(k, «) is simple,

then from (b) we may write

(2.2) Ç' = tA(x\Ç),

where x e L(Ç), t e L(c;)    and " J " is interior multiplication.

The propositions above can be used to show that certain regions ^(O) cannot

contain a point c; at which V(T": •) is minimized. Given p e A(« + 1 ,k+l),

we let Fß = conv{^ ,... ,eßJ and let fß = (eßi - eßf A ••• A (e^ -e^).

Then

(2.3) xm = {rie C7(/c,«)|sign((«,//i)) = sign((i, ff), p e T}

where T= {p e A(n + 1 ,k + l)\dim(Fß nllffdP)) >k- 1}

(see [6, 2.6]). Hence, a tangent vector ¡f e TiG(k,n) lies in T(x(<&) if

(2.4) (£',/„} = 0

whenever p belongs to

(2.5) r0 = {pem,fli) = o}.

More generally, we can consider v e A(« + 1,7 + 1), j > k . Then (£,' ,f ) = 0

for all peu if and only if lf\fv = 0.

Theorem 3. Suppose

(2.6) A = {cleG(k,n)\A;\fii = OforallpeT0urx},

where T0 c A(« + 1 ,k + 1) and Tx c lJ"=/t+1{A(« + 1,7 + 1)}. If\Tx\<k-l
and \TX u TJ < « - 2, then A is a union of great circles.

Proof. If if e TçG(k,n) is simple, Proposition 2 states that the great circle C

consisting of the unit vectors in lin{c;,c;'} lies in G(k,n). If in addition ¿;,
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cf e A, then the linearity of J implies C c A . Therefore, the proof will follow

if given <H e A , we can construct a simple tangent vector cf e T^G(k ,n)r\A.

From (2.2), we may write any simple tangent vector cf e TM(k, n), \if\ = 1,

as

Í' = ti\(x\Z),

where x e L(IA\) and t e L(t\) are unit vectors. This shows that the set of

simple, unit tangent vectors to G(k,«) at c; is isomorphic to S ~ x Sn~ ~ .

As will become clear below, this decomposition underlies the bounds k - 1 and

« - 2 in the statement of the theorem.

The condition that if e A can be written as

(2.7) (íA(jcJí))J/|| = íJ((jcJí)J/#,) = 0

for all p e ro U Tj (see [4, 1.5.1]). Here we require a geometric interpretation

of interior multiplication (see [6, 1.12]). If a e AsRn and ß e ArRn are simple

and r < s, then a\ß e ArsRn is simple with

(2.8) a\ß = 0   ifandonlyifL(a)nL(Jß)i/{0},

and

(2.9) L(a\ß) = L(a)±nL(ß)

otherwise. Note that if r = s , a\ß = (a, ß).

The remainder of the proof consists of dimension counting in Rn . The

dimension of L = L(<j;) is dimL = Ac, and dim(L/i = L(f)) = \p\ - 1 .

Equation (2.9) implies L(rj), rj = x\£,, is a (Ac - l)-dimensional subspace of

L.

Now since £ e A , li\\f = 0 for all p e ro u Tx , and therefore (2.8) gives

(2.10) dim(LDL*¡-)> 1.

If (2.10) remains true with L(r¡) in place of L, then again by (2.8) t]\fß =

0, and so (2.7) holds. Thus, we choose L(«) to contain a maximal linearly

independent set of vectors from the subspaces in (2.10). Since dim L(«) = Ac— 1 ,

(2.7) will then hold for at least k - 1 multi-indices of ro U F[, including all of

r,.
Given t], we choose t e L by considering an index p e T0 not used in

the definition of « , i.e., L(«) n L , = {0} . From (2.9),

(2.11) L(r,\ffi,) = L(n)±nLfi,,

and dim(n¡f,) = dimL^, -dimL(w) = Ac - (Ac - 1) = 1 . Also since f^fê = 0,

dim(L~L C\L ,)> 1 . However L± c L(r¡)   , so we must have

(2.12) L(r,)XnLßl =LXnL/i,.
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In this case, (2.7) holds if t is orthogonal to the line in (2.12). But since

dimLx = «-Ac, and there are at most |rour,|-(Ac-1) < «-Ac-1 possibilities

for p , we can choose t orthogonal to all these lines. With this choice of t

and « , (2.7) holds for all p e T0 u T, which completes the proof.   D

If the indices in (2.5) used to define ^(O) satisfy the conditions of Theorem

3, then every point of ^(O) lies in the relative interior of an arc C of a great

circle , C c x {*&) ■ Hence, by Proposition 1 no polytope of this type could be a

minimal projection of 7*" . We illustrate this method with two simple examples

in /?3.

Let P = conv{x,, ... ,xn+x} be a pyramid with base F = conv-jA,, ... ,xn)

an «-gon. If P = 11(7*": £), f e G(k,n), then dim(L(£) n L¡¡) = 1 for

p = (I, ... ,n). Thus (2.8) gives

(2.13) £j/;=o,

and this equality, together with certain inequalities as in (2.3), suffice to deter-

mine x(*&) • Since |rj = 1 < 2, and |ro| = 0, the conditions of Theorem 3

are satisfied and P is not a minimal projection.

On the other hand, if P = conv{x,, ... ,xg} = 11(77 : ¿;) is a cube, then

|ro| = 6 since P has 6 square faces. But 7 - 2 = 5 < |ro|, so Theorem 3 does

not apply. Some more detailed calculations indicate that A is not a union of

great circles in this case.

The next theorem shows that if P is simplicial, the difficulty above does not

arise.

Theorem 4. If P = Yl(Tn : Ç) is simplicial and £, is a local minimum for

V(Tn : •), then P must be a simplex with the vertices of T" projecting to vertices

of P.

Proof. We show that if the conclusion does not hold, then there exists a simple

tangent vector (t V «) e T^G(k, n) such that

(2.14) t\(n\fß) = 0

for all p e T0 U T, .

Let xj = tl(ei : If), and suppose a fixed face FQ of P contains xx, ... ,xm

in its relative interior. Let Fn = conv-fjc, , ... ,x,     } , and let
U *1 ^0+I '

F = convlx, , ... ,jc,    }
ai aj+\

be a y'-face of P containing FQ. The index p = (1, ... ,m,Xx, ... ,A,-+1)

satisfies

dim L)l= j + m   and    dim(L n L  ) = k - dim F = k - j.

Note that F must be simplicial for dim F to be j . Also,

(2.15) dim(L-*- nLfi)= dim Lß - dimL + dim(L n L*¡*)

= (j + m) - k + (k - j) = m .
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Since the last number does not depend on j , the equality

L^Lß = L^LßQ

must hold for pQ = (1, ... ,m,A,, ... ,A- +1). Hence, we may replace p by

p0 in (2.14).

The method of determining t e L    is exactly as in Theorem 3.  That is,

(2.11) and (2.12) give

(2.16) mfL fo'
L(w)-LnL„  = L±nL

v " Mo Mo '

and (2.14) holds if t is orthogonal to this subspace. According to (2.15), the

sum of the dimensions of the spaces L nL equals the number of points x¿

in the relative interior of faces of P, which is at most

(2.17) « + 1 - I vert P\ < « - k = dim L

If P is not a simplex, this inequality is strict and / can be chosen to give the

required simple tangent vector.

So far, the choice of « has not mattered. However, if P is a simplex equality

can hold in (2.17), so we must position w to gain some freedom in determining

t. With xx and xx   as above, choose « so that

L(rj)±(x^ -xx).

Then by (2.8), rj\f = 0 for any index p with 1, A, e p. Hence, we may

exclude xx in the process of finding t. This reduces the sum on the left-hand

side of (2.17) by at least one, and gives the desired result.     D

A polytope P = Yl(T" : <*;) satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4 will be

called a "weighted" simplex. It is easy to see that these polytopes are the only

projections of 7*" for which the region /(O) is exactly one point.

The volume of P has a nice expression in terms of its weights id,,... , wk+x ,

J2 wt = n + 1 . Consider the matrix

wx w2 w3 wk+\

(2.18)        X

ak+\     •••    QA-+I

1    ■••     1 0

1 ... 1

1 •■-  1
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where a. = -wj/wx . The polytope P' which is the convex hull of the columns

of X differs from P by a linear transformation of R   (see [6, 4.1]). Therefore,

£ differs from the wedge product if of the rows of X by a constant factor, i.e.

(2.19) í = í'/|í/|.

Let

(2.20) A = (A,, ... ,Xk ,)   where 1 < A, < u;, < A2 < if,+tiJ2 < A3 < ■ • ■ ,

and let A \ A( be the sequence obtained from A by removing A;. Then

(2.21) fÀVi = (-l)'+lw,/wx,

and <*;' = 0 for all other indices p e A(« + 1, Ac). Also,

r>™ i^'i2      \-//^     k¿lwjnw       w (k¿f    \      (n + l)W
(2.22)    iíi = J2(t,) =22—2-¿r = — z>, ) = -—r—•

Ä) i=i wi   U,<       wi Vtí    / «»i

where W = wxw2 ■ ■ -wk , . Substituting (2.21) and (2.22) in (2.19) gives

(2.23)

The volume of P is

W,

(-l)i+l^

\/("+l)^'

(2-24)       vw=ftE\txv,\=y
«+1

!=i

An even distribution of the weights will maximize W, and so minimize V(P).

More precisely, we write

(2.25) n + l =d(k+l) + r,        0 < r < k + 1,

and let

f d + 1,     1 < / < r,
<2-26) w/ = \ j ~   fv     ,I i/, r < / < Ac + 1.

Conjecture A states that the simplex Tn   with the weights in (2.26) is the

smallest projection of 7*" into R  . The positive results are contained in

Theorem 5. The smallest projection of T" into R   is Tn  in the following cases:

(a) k = 1.

(b) Ac = « - 1.

(c) Ac = 2.

(d) «<6.

Proof. If Ac = 1 or « - 1, C(Ac, «) is isomorphic to the unit sphere S"~ ,

so the minimal projection must occur when /(O) is a singleton by Lemma 1.

These points represent the weighted simplices, and the smallest is the one with

even weights. The minimum width of 7*" is the distance between opposite flats
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of the middle dimensions (see also [1]). The hyperplane containing the smallest

projection of T" is normal to an edge of 7*" (see [10, pp. 164-166]).

Case (c) is covered by Theorem 4, since all polygons are simplicial. There

remain a finite number of nonsimplicial polytopes in (d), and in each case

Theorem 3 (using condition (2.13) as necessary) shows that the projection is

not minimal.   D

The remarks about the cube preceding Theorem 4 lead us to suspect that

different methods will be necessary to establish Conjecture A in higher dimen-

sions.

Considering the minimal projections of other regular polytopes, the smallest

projection of the regular «-cube C" into R   is C   (see [2, p. 108]). A theorem

similar to Theorem 4 can be proved for the regular crosspolytope A", and using

it one can show that the smallest projection is an evenly weighted crosspolytope
k

in R    when Ac = 1  or 2.   The higher-dimensional cases are more difficult

because the singleton regions /(O) represent a wider collection of polytopes.

A characterization of such polytopes is given in [11].

3. Maximal projections

According to Conjecture B, the largest projection of T" into a Ac-dimen-

sional subspace of Rn should be a particular Gale transform Tn of 7*"~ ,

the minimal projection described in (2.26). That is, if 7*"~   = 11(7*" : L), then

7*" = n(7*": L ). In this section we shall discuss the cases for which the

conjecture is known to be true.

Let P = X\(T":if), £,eG(k,n), and let <P e AkRn be a projection form of

P. The comass of O is

||0||=max{(<&,£>|c;€C7(/c,«)},

and

C7(0) = {c:eC7(Ac,«)|((D,c:) = ||(D||}

is the face of C?(Ac, «) with outer normal <P (see [14]). If G(<&) c / (<P), then

the points of C7(<P) represent maximal projections. In general, ||<P|| gives an

upper bound on the volumes of projections of 7*" with the same combinatorial

type as P. We should mention that Theorem 10 of [6] implies a maximal

projection of T" must be simplicial.

We begin by calculating the volume of a projection P whose transform P =

n(7*": £) , IA e G(n-k,«), is a weighted simplex with weights wx, ... ,wn_k+x ,

J2w,■ = « + 1 . From [6, 3.10],we find that

(3.1) V(P)=   /J--4)-,    where <!> = £sign(<£,/,))/; and
V« + 1 Ac!

The sum in (3.1) runs over those sequences A e A(« + 1, « - Ac + 1) such that

(3.2) Oerelintn(Fl:¿í),       Fl = covv{ex,...,e^}.
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Since P is a weighted simplex, each A in (2.20) represents a copy of the simplex

P which contains the origin, so fx appears in the sum in (3.1). In particular,

the term ex, x  appears w: times since there are w¡ choices for A(. Hence,

(3-3) 0Ai, = (*,eÀV) = sign«^.»«;,. = (-1)'+V

Comparing (3.3) with (2.23), we see that $ is a multiple of <*;. Thus O is

simple, and its comass equals its Euclidean norm, which is attained at £. This

implies that P has a larger volume that any projection of 7*" with the same

combinatorial type. Finally,

(3 4)     v(P)=   '»'   =    l    {yw^\'2 = ^-
1     ' [>     v^TTAc!      y/JiTTkl{^   'to,) Ac!'

where W = wxw2 ■ ■ ■ wn_k+x . The volume in (3.4) is maximized for the even

weights of (2.26), with d and r given by the equation

(3.5) n+l =d(n-k+l) + r,       0 < r < « - Ac + 1.

Therefore, T"n is the largest projection of 7*" into R among those which

have a weighted simplex as a Gale diagram.

When « = 2Ac - 1, T2f_, is a regular simplex with each vertex having weight

2, and its transform T2k_x  is the regular crosspolytope A  . If « > 2Ac - 1,

Tf~    has Ac vertices with weight 2, and « + 1 - 2Ac vertices with weight 1.

Thus, T'n     is still X   since the points with weight 1 do not represent vertices

of the transform (see [13, 3A3]).

We now prove

Theorem 6. The largest projection of 7*" into R   is T n     in the following cases:

(a) k = 1.

(b) Ac = « - 1.

(c) Ac = 2.

(d) k = n-2, « < 8.
(e) Ac = 3 and « = 6 .

Proof. The maximum width of 77" is its diameter, which equals the length of an

edge. The projection of T" into a hyperplane orthogonal to an edge is a simplex

with weights 2, 1, ... , 1 as expected. The largest hyperplane projection is the

transform of a 1-simplex with even weights (see [10, p. 165]). This polytope

has the same type as the cyclic polytope C(n - 1, « + 1) (see [8,6.1.1]).

Cases(c) and (e), and the case Ac = 3 and « = 5 are given in [7, Tables 1

and 2], and they all match the predicted results.

The remaining cases in (d) follow from Tables 1, 2 and 3 which give the

comass of the simplicial projections of T      into T   for d = 4, 5, and 6. In
_d

each case, the largest comass is attained by the projection Td+2.   D
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In the remainder of this section, we shall describe the construction of Tables

1, 2 and 3. Each row will be derived from the corresponding Gale diagram in [8,

p. 112]. Although the end result may seem rather meager in comparison with

the amount of work involved, the techniques below seem to have promising

generalizations to codimensions greater than 2.

Suppose P = Yl(Tn : L), L e G(n - 2,n). Then the transform P =

il(7*": Ç), L(Ç) = L± ,is 2-dimensional. If <P e A2Rn+i is the form in (3.1),

we let M be the (« + 1) x (« + 1) matrix whose ijth entry is

(3.6) <p.. = («D, <?,..).

The matrix M is skew-symmetric, and ||0|| is the largest norm of the eigenval-

ues of M (see [4, 1.7.3]). Thus our procedure for finding ||0|| is to calculate

<P(.., determine the characteristic polynomial f(z) of M, and then find the

root of f(z) with the greatest norm.

The components of O can be calculated using any Gale diagram isomorphic

to P. The most convenient diagram for us will be the contracted diagram,

which is a regular m-gon

(3.7) /c = {exp(/2Ac7r/w)|AceZ},

with m odd, and vertices having weights wx, ... ,wm (see [8, 6.3.1]).

The definition of <P also depends on the orientation chosen for R2. We

shall suppose that the positive direction is counterclockwise. Also, we define a

positive orientation of a polygon in R to be a labeling of its vertices in the

counterclockwise direction about an interior point. Let xx, ... ,xm be such a la-

beling of R . The symbol [/',,..., ir] will denote the polygon conv{x,, ... , x; }

with vertices labeled in the given order.

Now from (3.3) and (3.4), we find that <P(.. counts the number of triangles

[i,j',Ac] which contain the origin. Thus if sign<P(   > 0,ij

aj-\

wk,(3-8) <!>,, = Jf
k=a,

where

(3.9) xai = x¡ e\p(i(n/2 + n/m)).

A very useful recurrence relation among the components of <P follows from

(3.9).

Proposition 7. For every i, j, k e Im = {1, ... , m) ,

,3,0) *.t = /°« + <tV 0*[iJM-
l *« + *,* -(«»>*«)("+')•     0€[i,j,*l.
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Proof. Suppose 0 £ [i,j,k] and the terms in (3.10) all have positive sign.

Then from (3.8) we obtain

a¡-\ ak-\ ak-\

(3.11)        <p,7+<s>jk = J2 wp + £ % = £ wp = *,* ■
p=a, P=a¡ p=a¡

The results for other choices of the signs follow from (3.11) by relabeling the

vertices of the triangle [i ,j,k].

If 0 e [i,j,k], we may assume sign<P;7 = sign<P^ = 1, and Oik = -1.

Then
Of — 1 ak — 1

-*,* = -£% = -(" + !)+£%>

p=ak p=a,

since J2w  = n + 1 . Substituting this formula in (3.11) gives (3.10).   D

The second and longest step in finding ||<P|| is determining the characteristic

polynomial f(z) of M = (Or). There is a very nice expression for the coef-

ficients of f(z) using the rth-compond matrix M(r) of M (see [9, Vol. I, p.

291]). The diagonal of M(r) consists of all r x r subminors of M which have

the same indices for their rows and columns. Thus,

(3.12) f(z) = Jf(-lfarz"+i~r,    where ar = tr(M(r)) and a0 = 1.

Note that ar = 0 if r is odd since M is skew-symmetric.

We begin with a formula for an arbitrary 2x2 minor of M.

Proposition %. If a, ... ,d e lm are distinct and [a, ... ,d] is positively ori-

ented, then

(3.13) ®ac     ®ad

®bc     ^bd

0i[a,...,d],

,d],

where A is described below.

Proof. Expanding the determinant D in (3.13) gives

(3-14) ß = *«*w-***«/■

If 0 ^ [a, ... ,d], then we obtain

(3-15) *« = *.* + **•

(3-16) **/ = ** + *«/

and

(3-17) *„, = *«* + ** + *«,

from (3.10). Substituting these formulae in (3.14) gives (3.13).
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Figure 1

If 0 e [a , ... , d], then the value of D depends on which of the four regions

pictured in Figure 1 contain the original.

I. The calculations here are exactly as above, except that (3.17) is replaced

by

(3.18) <Pa(/ = Oac + <DC(/-(« + l) = <t>ab+*bc + <l>ad- (n + l),

which results from two applications of (3.10). Thus

(3.19) D = <S>ah<S>cd + (n + mhc.

II. In this case, we use (3.15), (3.18) and

(3.20) *M = **C+ *«/"(» + !)

to obtain

(3.21) D = ®ab<S>cd-(n + l)<S>ah.

Cases III and IV follow from I and II respectively by sending (a,b,c,d) to

(c,d ,a,b). In general, the extra term <P; in (3.13) is ± the coefficient of the

side opposite the origin,   o

We pause here to discuss a certain function a : Ir —» Ir, r > 3, whose re-

lation to the r x r minors in (3.12) will become clear in what follows. Let

conv{x,, ... ,xfj be a positively oriented r-gon which contains the origin.

Suppose also that its vertices lie on a circle centered at the origin, and that

0 ^ ['»/']> fj e If Let 6r be the unique angle from x¡ to x, with

-n < 6r < n . If / G Ir, we define a(i) to be the integer in /. with the

property that

(3.22) Oe[i,ff(i),ff(i') + l]

(x x = xx). Note that n¡ = |ct~'(/)| can be interpreted as the weight of the

edge [/,/ + 1] in the same manner as above; i.e. n¡ counts the number of

triangles [i,i + I ,k], kef, which contain the origin.
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The following is a list of elementary properties of o .

(i) o(i)¿i, V/6/r.

(ü) £», = >■•
(iii) If 0.  > 0, then [i,j,o(i) ,o(j)] is positively oriented.

(iv) If j e o~' (/), then [j, i, o(i)] is a positively oriented triangle containing

the origin.

(v) If j e a~ (i) and [o(i),k,j], k ^ o(i), is positively oriented, then

Ace<7~'(/).

(vi) n¡ = 1 if and only if a~\i) = {o(i) + 1} .

(vii) «( = 0 if and only if o(i) = o(i + 1).

(viii) If «( / 0, then ni = 1 if and only if "CT(/)+1 ¥" 0 -

(ix) If a is one-to-one, then r must be odd. In this case the sequence

(i,o(i), ...or~\i)) forms a star-polygon of density [r/2\ (see [5, p. 107]).

The most evenly weighted case for r even is described in the proposition

below.

Proposition 9. Let o: f —> f be the mapping in (3.22) with r > 4 cvc«, and

let f = r/2. If
(1) «,=o,
(2) a(i) = i + r - 1, 2<i<r',and

(3) o(r' + l)¿r-l,

then

(4) (7(1) = /+ 1,

(5) o(f + l) = r and

(6) a(i) = i-f, f + 2 < i < r.

Proof. Assume that (1), (2) and (3) hold. Then (1) and (vii) imply o(l) =

o(2) = f + 1, which gives (4). Also by (iii), [r ,f + 1 ,r - l,o(f + 1)] is

positively oriented, and by (iv), [1,/ + 1 ,o(f + I)] is a positively oriented

triangle. Since a(r + 1) / r — 1 , the only possibility for a(r + 1) is r.

In order to prove (6), let r +2 < i < r. From (iii), [/, 1 ,o(i),f + 1] is

positively oriented. But o(i) / 1, since «, = 0, and a(i) ^ r + 1, since

otherwise [i ,f +1, r] would be a positively oriented triangle contradicting our

choice of i. Altogether, we find that

(3.23) 2<a(i)<r.

Substituting a(i) for i in (vii), and applying (2), we obtain « , > ̂  0. There-

fore by (viii), « ... = 1 . Replacing i by o(i) in (vi) and (2), we thus obtain

(3.24) i = a2(i) + \ = a(i) + r -1 + 1,

which proves (6).   o

It should be mentioned that a similar proof as above can be used to show

that a satisfies (l)-(6) if and only if «, = 0, nr,+x = 2 and «; = 1 otherwise.

We are now ready to prove the following theorem.
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Theorem 10. Let [/,,..., ir] be a positively oriented r-gon, r > 4 even, whose

vertices belong to R (see (3.7)), and let ct: /r —►/, be defined as in (3.22) using

this r-gon. Then the r x r minor X of M with ix, ... , ir as row and column

indices has a nonzero determinant if and only if a equals the function given by

(l)-(6) of Proposition 9. In this case the determinant of X is

ixi = («+ir2o;i;2(3.25)

where «, =0.

Proof. In order to simplify our notation, we shall relabel the vertices of R so

that (ix, ... ,if = (I, ... ,r). Also, we may assume «, = 0, since a cannot

be injective (see (ix)).

The matrix X can be written as

X =

0 <D
12

12

-<p
13

-<P
23

-<P, -<D,

<P

13

23 Ir

\r ^lr

Performing elementary row operations on X, we obtain an equivalent matrix

0 o 12

12

13

23

Ir

Ir

where the /jth-element of Y is

(3.26) O.
cp

12 7/

Note that Y is skew-symmetric.  Also, our operations have not changed |X

and therefore
v2

|X| *t2|Y|(3.27)

The determinant  /A    in (3.26) can be calculated from (3.10).   If 0   ^

[1,2,/, j], then Du = <D,2<D;7 and Yy = 0.  If 0 e [1,2,i,j], then Ytj =

±(n + 1)0^/0,2, where A depends on which of the four regions in Figure 1

contains the origin. The main value of a is that it pins down the location of

the origin in this figure.

The key index is o (I), which equals a (2) by (vii) and our assumption that

«, = 0. It follows from (3.10) that if 3 < i < a(\), then

, «+ 1,    a (I) <j< o(i),
(3.28)

0. otherwise.
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We also find that Y.. = 0 if o (I) < i, j < r. These results imply Y can be

written as

(7(1)        (7(3)        (7(4) <7(r-l)

(3.29) Y = (7(i;

1°

« + 1 1_

0

If |Y| ^ 0, then the square blocks of zeros must have the same size, which

implies o(l) = f +1 . Also, (2) and (3) of Proposition 9 must hold so that the

columns of Y are distinct. Finally, since Y is skew-symmetric, (3.25) follows

from (3.29) and (3.27).   D

This theorem will enable us to simplify the expression for the characteristic

polynomial f(z) in (3.12). Let the regular m-gon R in (3.7) have its original

counterclockwise labeling xx, ... ,xm and weights wx, ... ,wm . Also, let Ar c

A(« + 1 ,r) be the collection of sequences (/,,..., if such that the function

a defined on [/,,...,/] satisfies (l)-(6) of Proposition 9. Then (3.25) and

(3.12) imply

(3.30) «r=(»+ir2E^„.-1\-
A,

In order to obtain an expression in the weights alone, we use (3.8) to write

(3.31) Kn = Y,wj,wn>    where0e[jk,ix,i2],ke{l,2}.

If 0 > 0, then the function o defined on the (r + 2)-gon [/',,..., ir,+x ,jx,

j2 , ir,+2 , ... ,ir] has weights « = 0, n¡ = 2 and n{ = 1 otherwise. Therefore

the remark following Proposition 9 implies that this sequence belongs to Ar+2 .

We denote the sequences in which jx = j2 by Ar+2 . Note that a sequence

in Ar+2 or Âr+2 can arise from only one term in (3.30). Thus (3.30) can be

written as

(3.32)
Ar+2 Âr+2

where w, = w w   ■ ■ -w.
1 ¡\        ¡2 lr+2

Now let Sr+X be the collection of sequences for which a is one-to-one; i.e.

[ix,o(if, ... ,or(if] is a star-polygon of density L(>"+1)/2J (see (ix)). Adding
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a vertex of R to such a polygon creates a pair of opposite edges with weights

0 and 2, and thus gives a sequence in Ar+2 or Âr+2. On the other hand, we

may drop either vertex of the 0 edge of a sequence in Ar+2 to obtain one in

S x . The sequences in Âr+2 are just star-polygons with one doubled vertex.

Altogether, we obtain

(3.33) ar = (n + lf~xY.wi-
Sr+,

In fact, the same argument as above shows that this formula also holds when

r = 2.

Now, the coefficients in (3.12) are 0 if r is odd or r > m . Hence, we may

reduce f(z) to

(3.34) £
m-l-2k

hkZ
A=0

2 ,
where m  = L«i/2J .   Substituting z   = (« + 1) x and (3.33) in (3.34), and

dividing by (« + l)m~  , gives the polynomial

m'

(3.35) g(x) = ^s2k+\x>n     '    where sr = y^w, and sx = n + 1 .

This completes our simplification of the characteristic polynomial of M.

The final step is to find the root x0 of (3.35) with the greatest magnitude.

Then

(3.36) \\n = (n+\)^\x0\,

and by (3.1)

J(n + l)\x0\
(3.37) V(P) = AL-_-.

Comparing (3.37) with (3.4), we see that when k = « - 2 Conjecture B is

equivalent to

(3.38) \x0\<W/(n+l),

with equality if and only if P = T2. In case 6 < « < 8, the roots of g(x)

in (3.35) are easily calculated, and the results appear in Tables 1, 2 and 3 (to

within  10~   ). The corresponding Gale diagrams are pictured-in [8, p. 112].

We conclude with some remarks on the case when all the weights w¡ equal

1, and m = « + 1 is odd. A fairly simple counting argument shows that the

coefficients of g(x) in (3.35) are then

(3.39) ^w-ïtlP+f
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Table 1. d = 4.

s3 s5 Sj     comass(-r-l/\/7)

1 12 3.464

2 11 3 2.923

3 12 4 2.971

4 13 4 3.205

5 14 7 1              3.049

Table 2. d = 5 .

j3 55 s-i     comass(-fl/\/8)

1 16 4

2 18 4.243

3 14 4 3.335

4 16 6 3.464

5 18 6 3.84

6 18 8 3.623

7 20 8 4

8 20 12 2 3.696

However, ||<P|| can more easily be calculated from the matrix M = (<p. ). The

first row of M is

(3.40) (0,1,2,...,«', -«', -n' + l. -1)

and the /th row is obtained by shifting (3.40) i places to the right. Because of

the cyclic structure of M, its eigenvectors yk are composed of roots of unity;

i.e.

(3.41) yk = (zk,zk, ... ,zf),    where zk = exp(ikd),k e {0, ... ,«}

and 6 = 2n/(n + 1).

The regular (« + l)-gon occurs when k = 1, and the corresponding eigenvalue

is

n'

(3.42) 2/^7sin(7Ö).

7=1
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Table 3. d = 6.

s3 s5     s7     comass(-r-l/3)

1 20 4.472

2 24 4.9

3 27 5.196

4 17 5 3.704

5 20 8 3.91

6 23 8 4.389

7 21 9 3.989

8 25 9 4.602

9 24 12 4.243

10 27 12 4.703

11 28 12 4.836

12 23 12 4.053

13 28 16 4.606

14 26 17 3 4.29

15 27 20 4 4.243

16 28 20 4 4.44

17 29 21 4 4.54

18 30 27 9 4.385

This formula was used to calculate the comass in Table 1, row 5, and Table 3,

row 18. With more sophisticated combinatorial arguments, it may be possible

to establish (3.38) for diagrams with arbitrary weights.
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